Celebrity Couple News: Keanu
Reeves & Girlfriend Alexandra
Grant ‘Have Been Dating for
Years’

By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Keanu Reeves stepped out with artist
Alexandra Grant this past weekend. The famous couple has been
very low-key since beginning to date in 2017, but held hands
and stood next to each other at the LACMA Art + Film Gala
Presented by Gucci in Los Angeles. A source for UsMagazine.com
stated, “[He] was there, and she was introducing him to
people. They weren’t openly affectionate, but they aren’t a
couple like that. They’re low-key and cool.”

In celebrity couple news, this pair
has been dating for years, even
though they recently made their
first
red
carpet
appearance
together. What are some reasons to
keep your relationship on the downlow?
Cupid’s Advice:

Keanu Reeves and Alexandra Grant have officially confirmed
their celebrity relationship after leaving fans speculating
about their status for years. Cupid has some relationship
advice to help you figure out if you should keep your
relationship on the down-low.
1. You have a public life: Even if you aren’t a film star like
Reeves or an artist like Grant, your life can still be very
public. If you spend time crafting your social media then you
tend to share a lot of your life with others. This time, it
may be ideal to keep your relationship between you and your
partner to avoid any unnecessary opinions from outside
sources.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Demi Moore Says She Was
‘Addicted’ to Ashton Kutcher
2. You’ve had trouble with relationships: If you’ve been burnt
in the past by an ex-lover you may want to be cautious this
time around. Take time to build a solid foundation with your
partner before sharing your relationship with the world.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Jenni ‘JWoww’ Farley &
Zack Carpinello Are Back Together After Split
3. You have negative people in your life: Unfortunately, many
of us have negative people in our lives that we can’t seem to
get rid of. If this is the case for you then you should lean
toward the private side when it comes to your relationship.
This will help avoid drama caused by others.
Would you ever keep your relationship on the down-low? Let us
know in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Demi Moore
Says She Was ‘Addicted’ to
Ashton Kutcher
By Ahjané Forbes
In celebrity news, Demi Moore tells her story on Red Table
Talk.
She spoke about her relationship with celebrity ex
Ashton Kutcher, and her struggle to sobriety. The actress
admits that she relapsed after 20 years of sobriety. The
interview comes a month after the release of her new book
Inside Out. According to UsMagazine.com, Kutcher told her
once, “I don’t know if alcoholism is a real thing — I think
it’s all about moderation.” Moore tells Jada Pickett-Smith and
her daughters that, “I wanted to be that girl. The girl who
could have a glass of wine at dinner, or do a tequila shot at
a party. In my mind, Ashton wanted that, too.” The actress
also admits that losing her celebrity baby was her fault.
Rumer, Moore’s daughter, said that she felt like she had lost
her mom while she was in the celebrity relationship with
Kutcher. She felt as though she “wasn’t good enough” for her
mom.

In celebrity news, Demi Moore says
she was addicted to Ashton, and it
wasn’t healthy. What are some ways
addiction
can
affect
your
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:

Having an addiction can be very toxic in any form in your
relationship. Whether it’s a big or small addiction, it will
have a negative affect. Drinking and smoking are the most
common addictions, and they can tear your bond apart. However,
there can be other addictions that have the same effects as a
substance abuse. Cupid has some ways is to know if your
addiction is affecting your relationship:
1. Communication starts to become strained: If you notice that
your partner or your children do not want to communicate with
you as often anymore, then you have to look into what you are
doing differently than you used to. For example, if you are
used to having family night and watching the football game
together, and now no one has an interest in watching with you
anymore, your addition could be the source of the problem. Ask
your partner and your children why they’re communicating with
you less. If they respond with, “I don’t like it when…” then
your addiction is a serious problem.
Related Link: Parenting Advice: Tips to Get Your Child Talking
2. Lots of interest in public events: You would rather stay at
home and drink a glass of wine or skip a family event to go
and play poker. If this is the case, your addiction might be
affecting your life. You’ll start to seclude yourself from
people, including your family members, because you want to
perform the action that everyone hates.
Related Link: The Smarter Way to Meet New People and Actually
Enjoy It!
3. No effort in quitting: When your family members and friends
tell you that your addiction is very harmful to yourself and
others, will you try to stop? If you have the “tunnel vision”
mindset when it comes to your addiction, you’ll never be able
to see the affect it has on everyone around you. Quitting will
not be easy, but it is the effort that counts. If you
seriously want to quit, then find a support group nearby that

will help you through the process.
How can you tell if your addiction is affecting your
relationships? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Joe Giudice
Reunites with Teresa’s Dad in
Italy Amid Split Rumors
By Hope Ankney
In the latest celebrity news, Joe Giudice was spotted
reuniting with Teresa’s dad in Italy amid the celebrity
couple’s breakup rumors. According to EOnline.com, Giudice
posted new photos on his Instagram account of him in Italy
where he is spending quality time with his father-in-law. He
even posed for a selfie with Teresa’s dad on his Instagram
story before tagging her account in it.

In celebrity news, Joe Giudice is
showing good faith by meeting up
with Teresa’s family. What are some
ways involving your family can help
save your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:

Families are such an integral part of a relationship. Getting
to know your partner’s parents is a big step in taking a
relationship to the next level. And, when you and your partner
are on the rocks, they can also be a very helpful outlet to
combatting these issues and keeping your bond from crumbling.
If you’re having a hard time figuring out how to save your
relationship, don’t fret! Cupid has some love advice on how
involving your family can actually be a useful asset during
these trying times:
1. New perspectives: If you’re speaking to your in-laws, know
that they know your partner better than you ever will. Being
open and honest with them about your relationship will give
them a chance to hand you new perspectives on the situation.
They can provide anecdotes of how your significant other
reacts towards certain behaviors while also offering wise
advice for keeping your relationship alive.
Related Link: Celebrity Breakup: Teresa & Joe Giudice Talk
Divorce in Interview with Andy Cohen
2. Tough-love: Families are good at many things, but one of
their best skills is to give you tough love when you need it.
Most times your family won’t sugarcoat anything for you, and
if you come to them for relationship advice, they won’t
hesitate to be as blunt and honest as possible. If you’ve
messed up, they’ll let you know, and if you’re being stubborn,
they’ll call you out on it. Trust families to not take your
feelings into consideration because, sometimes, being direct
about relationship issues can actually help you resolve them.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Teresa Giudice Shares
Worries about Husband Joe’s Deportation
3. Safe space: Remember all those times you were homesick, and
you wanted nothing more than to travel home and sleep in your
childhood bedroom? A lot of times, having relationship blues
can actually trigger a feeling of homesickness. Don’t shrug it

off. Lean into it, and visit your family. Taking time to
yourself to go back to a place that you consider a safe space
can give you an opportunity to decompress. Relax, unwind, and
distract yourself for a few days. This can do wonders by
looking at your relationship troubles with a fresh
perspective.
How has involving your family helped save your relationship?
Sound off down below!

Celebrity Break-Up: David
Eason
Speaks
Out
After
Jenelle Evans Announces Split
By Hope Ankney
In the latest celebrity news, Teen Mom 2 alum David Eason has
spoken out after Jenelle Evans announced their celebrity
break-up. This is the first time he’s addressed the issue with
his estranged wife, and he seemingly shaded Evans through
several Instagram stories on Sunday, November 3rd. According
to UsMagazine.com, Eason posted two screenshots of TMZ
articles. One detailed a request for full custody of the
pair’s two-year-old daughter, Ensley. The other discussed
Evan’s road rage that was broadcast in 2018 where she followed
a driver home and then brandished a gun.

In celebrity break-up news, David
Eason threw some shade Jenelle
Evans’ way after she announced
their split. What are some things
to avoid on social media during a
break-up?
Cupid’s Advice:
Getting over a nasty breakup is hard, but it is even harder
when social media is involved. Whether it is viewing their
stories, stalking their profiles, or keeping up with what
their friends are doing, it is a breeding ground for hurt
feelings and questionable consequences. If you’re going
through a break-up, and you’re having a hard time pulling
yourself away from your ex’s social media, don’t worry! Cupid
has some relationship advice on what to avoid on social media
during a split:
1. Social media stories: Facebook has them. Instagram has
them. Snapchat has them. Social media stories allow users to
see exactly what’s going on with someone in real-time. It’s a
cool feature unless you’re going through a tough break-up.
Seeing your ex out having fun on their stories can further fan
the flame, and it might lead to feeling worse or to toxic
social media behavior. Before you decide to click on their
icon, think about what viewing this story is really going to
help when it comes to getting over them.
Related Link: Celebrity Parents: ‘Teen Mom 2’ Alum Jenelle
Evans & David Eason Lose Custody of Kids After Legal Battle
2. Burner accounts: If you follow their FINSTA (private
Instagram) or Fake Twitter, chances are your ex will be

venting about you and your relationship after it ends. If they
haven’t already blocked you from following their account,
maybe it’s a good idea to unfriend yourself from seeing those
posts. And, if you are blocked, don’t give in to the
temptation to ask friends who are still privy to the accounts
to spy on them and report back. You’ll see or hear something
you weren’t prepared for, and it will only lead to anger or
hurt.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: ‘Bachelor’ Alum Tia Booth
and Boyfriend Cory Cooper Split After 1 Year Together
3. Keeping up with the circle: Chances are, when a
relationship ends, the friend circle won’t be the same. Some
people will choose to stay with your ex while others might be
more neutral about the breakup. Either way, it isn’t a good
idea to poke your nose into the circle, especially on social
media, to keep up to date about what your ex is doing. Not
only does it not paint you in a good light, but it can cause
issues in the friend group. It’s better to keep a safe
distance than to cause more distress than is necessary.
What are some things you avoid on social media while going
through a breakup? Let us know down below!

Celebrity Break-Up: ‘Bachelor
in Paradise’ Couple Demi

Burnett & Kristian Haggerty
Split
By Ahjané Forbes
In celebrity news, Bachelor In Paradise‘s Demi Burnett
announced her celebrity break-up from Kristian Haggerty this
Halloween. The celebrity exes haven’t posted a photo together
since September 19th on their social media pages. According to
UsMagazine.com, Burnett came out on the reality TV show and
revealed that she had been dating Haggerty back home. The
reality TV star wrote on Instagram, “… We will forever be
proud of the impact our love story has made and we hope it has
helped others feel more accepted and confident within
themselves. We hope it reminded others they aren’t alone and
don’t need to be ashamed of who they are.”

In celebrity break-up news, another
‘BiP’ couple has called it quits.
What are some ways to announce your
split to family and friends?
Cupid’s Advice:
Announcing a break-up can be hard. There’s never a right time
or place to tell someone that you are done with your
relationship. This is not something you can get perfectly
right. Cupid has some advice on how to tell your family and
friends that you are no longer dating your partner:
1. Break the news when you’re ready: Just because you guys
broke up two days ago does not mean that you have to tell the

world that you guys are no longer together. Give yourself some
time to come to terms with it and then tell your family and
friends.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Jenna Dewan Opens Up About Love,
Divorce and Healing in New Book
2. Tell them in person in an intimate setting: Talking to
someone face-to-face can show you the emotions that they feel
by the reaction that they give you. It’s easier to open up
about pressing topics and issues when you’re in front of
someone. Try rehearsing what you’re going to say before you
say it. Talking to someone about your break-up can also bring
you comfort if you are sad. This will help release some of the
pain that she might be feeling at this time.
Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: Adele Files for Divorce from
Simon Konecki
3. Ask for some space: You’ll need some time to process all of
this. Having people tell you what you should and shouldn’t do
is not going to make the situation better. Tell them the truth
about how you feel, but ask for your privacy at this time.
When you’re ready to have an in depth conversation about with
the situation, let them know.
What are some ways you told your family and friends that you
are now single? Let us know your experiences in the comments
below!

Single

Celebrities:

Selena

Gomez Clarifies Relationship
Status After Being Spotted
with Ex
By Ahjané Forbes
In celebrity news, “Lose You To Love Me” singer Selena Gomez
recently went out with her celebrity ex Samuel Krost.
According to UsMagazine.com, the pair arrived at a restaurant
called La Esquina in New York City on October 29 with their
friends in tow. The next day, the Disney Channel alum cleared
the new celebrity relationship rumors by telling her Instagram
followers, “I’ve been single for two years. I’m on Gods timing
not mine.” Although Gomez hasn’t been in a relationship for a
while, the star seems to enjoy flying solo.

This single celebrity hasn’t been
in a relationship for two years.
What are some benefits to being
single?
Cupid’s Advice:
Even though being in a relationship can be nice, staying
single has its benefits as well. First, don’t think about the
negatives. Just because you are a party of one does not mean
you can’t still have fun. Next, keep a positive mindset. If
someone is truly there for you, they will gravitate toward
you. Lastly, stay true to yourself. Don’t jump into a
relationship because your friends say it’s been “too long.”
Start dating when you are ready. Cupid has some advice on how

to make the process of being single a little bit easier:
1. Focus on yourself: Sometimes when you are in a relationship
you forget the importance of self-love. Treat yourself to Spa
day. Start going to yoga classes.Reconnect with your innerself.
Related Link: Top 2019 Fitness & Wellness Trends to Watch
2. Take opportunities to grow: This does not mean that you
have to better yourself for the next person you’re going date.
Find areas in your life that you feel need some improvement.
For example, if you’ve always wanted to do something, but
you’ve never had the chance to do it before, now is that time.
Motivate yourself to accomplish your goal.
Related Link: Dating Advice: Don’t Lose Weight to Find Love!
3. Set new standards: You might have been single for a while,
but that does not mean you are any less attractive. After you
have spent some time on yourself, reevaluate what type of
partners are a match for you. List all the qualities you would
like your future partner to possess first, and then go from
there. Building up your confidence and staying true to
yourself can you turn a lot of heads.
What are some ways you improve you life while your are single?
Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity
Vacations

News: Jed
with New

Wyatt
Woman

After Hannah Brown Split
By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Bachelorette winner Jed Wyatt has been
spotted with a new woman post break-up from Hannah Brown.
According to UsMagazine.com, the famous couple split after
news broke that Wyatt had a girlfriend back home during the
show. Since the split, Wyatt has been seen with personal
trainer, Ellen Decker. This celebrity relationship is new and
exciting, though last month Wyatt revealed, “I can’t really
think about a relationship right now.” The pair vacationed to
Miami, further confirming their relationship through Instagram
stories.

In celebrity news, Jed Wyatt is
moving on from heartbreak after his
split from Bachelorette Hannah
Brown. What are some ways to know
you’re ready to move on after a
split?
Cupid’s Advice:
Jed Wyatt has officially moved on from celebrity ex Hannah
Brown. Wyatt is enjoying his time vacationing in Miami with
Ellen Decker. Cupid has some relationship advice to help you
know if you’re ready to move on after a split:
1. You’ve come to terms with the break-up: There’s no point in
moving on if you’re still hung up on your ex. To fully move on

from a past relationship you must be able to accept your
break-up and be indifferent when it comes to your ex.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Blake Lively & Ryan
Reynolds Reveal Sex of Third Baby
2. You’re happy: It’s one thing to come to terms with the end
of a relationship, but in order to truly move on, you should
be happy despite the relationship ending. If you’re happy as a
single person, then you’re ready to find a new relationship.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Jenni ‘JWoww’ Farley &
Zack Carpinello Are Back Together After Split
3. You’re emotionally secure: Break-ups can be heartbreaking
and emotionally draining. Take time to understand your
feelings before you jump into a new relationship. Once you
have a firm grasp on your emotions you should be ready to
handle the potential risks that come with dating.
How do you know when you’re ready to move on? Let us know in
the comments below!

Celebrity Break-Up: Meg Ryan
& John Mellencamp Call Off
Engagement
By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Meg Ryan and John Mellencamp called off
their engagement. A source for UsMagazine.com reports that the

famous couple split and that Ryan “…had enough and ended
[their engagement]…She has no regrets.” Ryan ignited rumors of
a potential celebrity break-up when she was spotted sans
engagement ring. The couple were on and off for eight years
and announced their engagement in November 2018.

This celebrity break-up reportedly
comes after Meg Ryan “had enough.”
What are some ways to know your
relationship isn’t fixable?
Cupid’s Advice:
Meg Ryan and John Mellencamp called it quits on their
relationship. Ryan seems very secure in her decision to end
her relationship and does not have any regrets. Cupid has some
relationship advice to help you know when your relationship is
beyond repair:
1. You aren’t happy: Unhappiness is the first tell-tale sign
that your relationship may be headed in the wrong direction.
If you’ve felt less happy in recent months, take some time to
assess the situation and determine if staying in the
relationship is the best option for you.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Blake Lively & Ryan
Reynolds Reveal Sex of Third Baby
2. You and your partner argue often: Arguments are normal in a
relationship, however, if you and your partner are constantly
butting heads over the simplest of issues, there may be an
underlying reason why. Your relationship is causing you extra
stress through all of the fighting, so ask yourself: is it
worth it?

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Jenni ‘JWoww’ Farley &
Zack Carpinello Are Back Together After Split
3. You can picture your life without them: Being able to
picture a happy future for yourself without your partner is
the most obvious sign that your relationship is beyond repair.
If you think you would be happier without your significant
other, you shouldn’t drag your relationship out, as it is not
fair to your partner.
How do you know when a relationship is unfixable? Let us know
in the comments below!

New Celebrity Couple: Ben
Affleck
is
Dating
Katie
Cherry
By Ahjané Forbes
In celebrity news, Ben Affleck found love with musician Katie
Curry. According to UsMagazine.com, the new celebrity couple
met on a dating app called “Raya.” Affleck, who recently went
through a celebrity divorce from Jennifer Garner, has
reportedly been seen with Curry at several events. A Hollywood
Halloween party on October 26th was the last event at which
they were spotted.

There’s a new celebrity couple to

follow! What are some ways to know
your new relationship has staying
power?
Cupid’s Advice:
Dating is the trial period of a relationship. You’re in the
process of getting to know each other and deciding whether or
not you want to move forward. If you make things official with
your partner, you’re planning to be in the relationship for a
solid period of time. However, it doesn’t always work out that
way. Cupid has some advice on how to know if your new
relationship will last:
1. You were friends first: Getting to know each other is an
important factor in any relationship. Having open
communication can lead you in the right direction. Start by
learning their likes and dislikes and what they want out of
this relationship. If it starts at friends, it can always
develop into more
Related Link: Ask the Guys’ Guy: How Do I Know My Boyfriend is
Serious About Me?
2. Make your goals known up front: If you set expectations for
your relationship, you are most likely going to try to fulfill
them. Take baby steps. Try bringing your significant other to
a party with your friends or a family event. If they are
reluctant to attend, then maybe you should reestablish what
direction you want to take with your relationship.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Find Out Why Katie Holmes
Ended Relationship with Jamie Foxx
3. Are they already planning for the future?: Planning for the
future definitely tells you where you want the relationship to
go. If they are already asking for your input on long term

goals, then they want to be with you for a while.
What are some ways you know that your partner is serious about
the relationship? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity Couple News: Emily
VanCamp Makes Tribute to Josh
Bowman on 8th Anniversary
By Hope Ankney
In the latest celebrity news, celebrity couple Emily VanCamp
and Josh Bowman recently made everyone gush over their
relationship. According to EOnline.com, VanCamp took to
Instagram to post an adorable shout-out to Bowman for their
8th anniversary together. In the caption, she wrote, “Almost 1
year married, but today marks 8 years together. Thanks to this
human for making life the greatest adventure and also for
being the best dad to our furry child Frankie. We are so
lucky.” Not stopping there, she also went on to post multiple
Instagram stories that documented the couple’s time together.

In celebrity couple news, this pair
proves they are soulmates. What are
some ways to know you’ve found “the
one”?
Cupid’s Advice:

There’s something about love that just makes colors brighter,
the world happier, and your life the most magical part of the
universe. There’s nothing sweeter than finding someone that
makes you feel like you are worthy of a lifetime of love. But,
sometimes it isn’t so easy to distinguish whether or not this
person is “the one” for you. If you’re in a relationship that
you’re thinking could be your soulmate, Cupid has some
relationship tips for figuring out if your partner is “the
one” or not:
1. They bring out the best parts of you: The right
relationships should always show the absolute best parts of
who you are. They are meant to bring out what others can’t,
and if you feel like your partner does that, it might be a
good indication that they’re the one for you. But, remember!
Make sure you bring out the best in them, as well.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: What We Can Learn From The
Trials And Triumphs Of Celebrity Relationships
2. Your friends and family have never seen you happier: Those
closest to you know you better than you know yourself. They
know when you’re sad, or when you’re angry, or even when
you’re happy. If you’ve gotten comments from friends and
family that detail how much happier or how much you glow since
being in this relationship, you might have found “the one” for
you. You should never be in a relationship with someone that
doesn’t make you the happiest you’ve ever felt.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Miley Cyrus & Cody Simpson
Are All Smiles on Coffee Date
3. You’re each other’s biggest fans: There’s nothing like a
relationship that shows how much you support the other. If
you’re both your guys’ biggest cheerleaders, no matter what,
it’s a great indication that you found someone that can be
with you for life. It’s hard to find partners who are willing
to support you, unconditionally. If you have that in your

relationship, you’re one of the lucky ones. Cherish it!
How did you know when you found “the one?” Sound off below!

Celebrity Breakup: Teresa &
Joe Giudice Talk Divorce in
Interview with Andy Cohen
By Hope Ankney
In the latest celebrity news, Teresa from Real Housewives and
husband Joe Giudice held nothing back as they discussed their
relationship in a tell-all interview with Andy Cohen.
According to UsMagazine.com, the celebrity couple stated that
they had talked about divorce before. Joe even admitted, “If
we stay together, we stay together. If we don’t, we don’t.
We’ll see.” He even went on to say that Teresa needs to find
another man since she is “high maintenance.”

In celebrity break-up news, things
aren’t looking promising for Teresa
and Joe Giudice. What are some ways
to decide whether to call it quits
on your marriage?
Cupid’s Advice:

Celebrity breakups aren’t much different than ours. Even
though there’s fame and money, it doesn’t change a lot about
the dynamic when it comes to relationships. If you’re on the
rocks with your partner, and you don’t know whether or not you
should end the marriage, don’t worry! Cupid has some love
advice on when it might be a good idea to reevaluate your
relationship:
1. No communication: The most important aspect of a
relationship is the ability of both parties to be able to
communicate with one another. If conversing openly and
honestly with your partner has deteriorated, this might be a
sign that the marriage needs to be reassessed. This is only if
attempts to strengthen the communication has failed before.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Jenni ‘JWoww’ Farley &
Zack Carpinello Are Back Together After Split
2. Lack of respect: Joe dissing his wife Teresa by saying she
needs to find another man that can handle her and her “high
maintenance” tendencies is a very disrespectful thing to say
about your partner. If you’re in a marriage that shows levels
of disrespect toward one another, your relationship has some
layers of toxicity. Sit down and discuss why you’re both
saying such hateful things about one another, and if you
cannot reach common ground, it might be a good idea to start
packing your bags.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: ‘Bachelor’ Alum Tia Booth
and Boyfriend Cory Cooper Split After 1 Year Together
3. Low affection: This is something that can sometimes be
harder to catch if both you and your partner have gotten into
a routine that makes this behavior normal. If your marriage
has faded into nothing, but low levels of attraction of
intimacy, this may indicate a bigger issue. Try to figure out
if this problem is fixable, and if it isn’t, neither one of
you deserves to be in a marriage that doesn’t show the other

the affection they need.
What are some signs that show you might call quits on your
marriage? Let us know down below!

Celebrity
News:
Queen
Elizabeth Fuels Feud Rumors
By Removing Photo of Duchess
Meghan & Prince Harry
By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Queen Elizabeth reportedly removed a photo
of Duchess Meghan and Prince Harry from Buckingham Palace.
According to UsMagazine.com, the photo was first spotted in
2018 when the Queen met with Conservative leader Boris
Johnson. Recently, the Queen was photographed with the High
Commissioner for Grenada, Lakisha Granta, but this time the
photo of Duchess Meghan and Prince Harry was mysteriously
missing. Tensions have been brewing amongst the royal family
after the famous couples’ names were pulled from Prince
William and Duchess Kate‘s charity. Prince Harry stated,”
…we’re brothers, we’ll always be brothers. We’re certainly on
different paths at the moment, but I’ll always be there for
him and as I know he’ll always be there for me.”

In celebrity news, the rumors are
alive and well when it comes to a
feud between this royal couple and
their royal family. What are some
ways to handle a rocky relationship
with your in-laws?
Cupid’s Advice:
Prince Harry and Duchess Meghan have been the center of a lot
of discourse among the royal family and overall British
population. Though Harry and Meghan understand their
relationship is subject to public opinion, Cupid has some
relationship advice to help you mend a rocky relationship with
your partner’s family:
1. Talk to your partner: Be sure that your partner is aware of
the issues at hand. It might be ideal for them to discuss the
problems with their family members before you actually get
involved. Sit down with your significant other and establish
the best way to address the problem.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Blake Lively & Ryan
Reynolds Reveal Sex of Third Baby
2. Speak to the family members: Once you’ve spoken to your
partner you should try to speak to the people in their family
that don’t seem to like you. It’s important to be kind and not
come off as though you’re attacking them as that will just
cause more problems. Clearly convey your feelings while also
listening to their grievances.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Jenni ‘JWoww’ Farley &
Zack Carpinello Are Back Together After Split

3. Accept and move forward: If you happen to work the
situation out, try to forget any bad blood that may have been
spilled between you and your partner’s family. You don’t want
to bring up any past issues as you can finally move forward
with your relationship. However, relationships may not be that
easy. If you can’t seem to work through your issues with your
partner’s family, you should talk to your significant other
about the best way to continue your relationship.
How do you deal with your partner’s family if they don’t like
you? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity Exes: Selena Gomez
Opens Up About Justin Bieber
in New Song
By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Selena Gomez is back with a new song!
According to UsMagazine.com, many speculate the track “Lose
You to Love Me” is about her ex-boyfriend, Justin Bieber. The
pair began their drama-filled relationship in 2010. Although
the celebrity couple was on and off for a few years, Bieber
recently tied the knot with model Hailey Baldwin. In her
latest track, Gomez sings, “In two months, you replaced us /
Like it was easy.” The couple officially ended their celebrity
relationship in March of 2018, just two months before rumors
began circulating of Bieber’s relationship with Baldwin.
Gomez, however, isn’t letting this heartbreak bring her down
any longer, as she sings, “And now the chapter is closed and

done…and now it’s goodbye, it’s goodbye for us,” as the
closing line of the new track.

Selena Gomez’s new song reveals her
difficult journey to healing after
her split from celebrity ex Justin
Bieber. What are some ways to cope
with an ex who has moved on?
Cupid’s Advice:
Selena Gomez dropped a new song that seemingly called out her
famous ex, Justin Bieber, for the pain he caused her during
their celebrity relationship. Cupid has some relationship
advice to help you cope with an ex who has moved on:
1. Speak to a therapist: Break-ups can cause a lot of
emotional stress, and seeing your ex with someone new can
intensify what you’re already feeling. If you’re feeling
overwhelmed with emotion you should week he guidance of a
therapist. They will help you discover healthy mechanisms to
cope with the pain you’re feeling.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Blake Lively & Ryan
Reynolds Reveal Sex of Third Baby
2. Spend time with family and friends: Surrounding yourself
with people who make you happy and lift you up is a positive
way to distract yourself from what your ex-partner is doing.
Gomez spent a lot of time with pal Taylor Swift and her close
family to help her find herself again post-Bieber break-up.
Avoid isolating yourself and try to get out and be social with
people you like.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Jenni ‘JWoww’ Farley &

Zack Carpinello Are Back Together After Split
3. Write down your feelings: Gomez turned to songwriting to
express the immense emotions she was feeling after the breakup with Bieber. Her latest track “Lose You to Love Me,” is a
cathartic anthem that fully airs out her emotions while also
officially closing the chapter on her and Bieber’s
relationship.
What are your go-to ways to deal with a break-up? Let us know
in the comments below!

Celebrity Exes: Selena Gomez
Breaks Silence After Drama
with Hailey Baldwin Bieber
By Ahjané Forbes
In celebrity news, Selena Gomez released two new songs. “Lose
You To Love Me” is reportedly about her break up with
celebrity ex Justin Bieber. As a result, fans thought that
Hailey (Baldwin) Bieber purposely threw shade at Gomez on her
Instagram after the song came out. They voiced their
disapproval of Hailey as a result. Hailey responded, saying,
“Please stop with this nonsense… there is no ‘response.’ this
is complete BS.” Gomez also cleared the air saying, “Don’t go
off and say things that you just feel in the moment. Just
please, for me, know that that’s not my heart. My heart is
only to release things that I feel are me, and that I’m proud
of. And that’s all I’ll say.” According to UsMagazine.com, the

Disney Channel alum released a new song called “Look At Her
Now” right after this misunderstanding.

Selena Gomez isn’t about the drama
when it comes to her celebrity ex
Justin Bieber’s wife. What are some
ways to keep drama with your ex to
a minimum?
Cupid’s Advice:
relationship advice on how to avoid the bad interactions with
your ex:
1. Stay away: Now that you both have broken up, there is no
need for you to constantly check up on them.If you don’t have
anything nice to say about this person, then you need to
distance yourself. In order for you to get over what happened
in the past you have to let go.
Related Link: Dating Advice: 7 Effective Ways Out of a Breakup
2. Respect that they have moved on: It may hurt to see your ex
with another person. However, you should not bring up old
times as a way to reel them back in. Avoid conversations about
the past with them.This will help to reduce conflict with
their new partner.
Related Link: Ask the Guys’ Guy: How Much Is Too Much On Exes?
3. Let them see you happy: Start going out more with your
friends.This will make you think less of your relationship and
a little more about yourself. Don’t show them your vulnerable
side.
What are some waysIs that you have produced drama with your

ex?Share your experience in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Why Prince
Harry & Meghan Markle Want to
Live in Africa
By Ahjané Forbes
In celebrity news, Prince Harry and Duchess Meghan want to
move to Africa! After being attacked by many British media
outlets, Meghan has been having trouble adjusting to royalty.
According to UsMagazine.com, a source describes the celebrity
couple home in Kensington Palace, saying, “The critics have
made their lives ‘absolute hell’ and they’d get more privacy
in Africa – they won’t be hounded by photographers around the
clock.” The source also adds that Prince Harry believes that
having their celebrity baby Archie surrounded by nature will
be great for him.

In celebrity news, Prince Harry
plans to build a home in Africa.
What are some ways to decide where
to live with your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Planning to move in with each other can be a big step for your
relationship. To benefit the needs of your partner or

yourself, you may have to relocate. Cupid has some advice on
what to consider when choosing a place to live with your
partner:
1. Show your partner the places that you like: Start the
conversation by explaining the reasons why you like this area.
Remember to mention things that they are interested in as
well. If they like to go the gym, tell them about the local
fitness center down the street.
Related Link: Date Idea: Hometown Tourism
2. Find a compromise: You won’t always agree on everything,
but it is important to reach a mutual agreement. Don’t assume
that they will love everything about the place you want to
live.Try to consider the problematic areas: distance from
work, school system for your children, and the nearest family
member. Don’t say that “it will all work out”, rather, try to
make the transition a little easier.
Related Link: Ask The Guy’s Guy: Should I Follow My Boyfriend
To Where His Job Is?
3. Eliminate the negatives: After reaching a compromise,
you’ll have to figure out what you want to do about it. Start
with the process of elimination. Cross off the things you can
do without like going to a coffee shop every day or the daily
jog in the nearby park. Look for ways to accommodate these
changes.
What are some things you would decide where to live with your
partner? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity
Wedding:
Minaj Is Married!

Nicki

By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Nicki Minaj officially tied the knot with
boyfriend Kenneth Petty on Monday. Minaj announced the
celebrity wedding via Instagram, stating “Onika Tanya MarajPetty 10•21•19.” The rapper revealed to EOnline.com in July
that she and Petty had gotten their marriage license. Last
week, Minaj announced the pastor she wanted to officiate was
“available within the next week, so we could be married in the
next seven days.” Though Minaj and Petty seem over the moon
with their celebrity relationship, the couple has received
backlash after it was revealed that Petty is a registered sex
offender in New York and has served time in prison for
manslaughter. Minaj defended her now-husband over these
comments

Surprise! in this celebrity wedding
news, Nicki Minaj is a married
woman. What are some benefits of a
surprise wedding?
Cupid’s Advice:
Nicki Minaj and Kenneth Petty are married! The celebrity
couple hinted at possible wedding bells this past summer but
suddenly tied the knot on Monday. Cupid has some advice to
help you figure out the benefits of a surprise wedding:
1. It’s romantic: A surprise wedding most likely means it will

be just you and your significant others and maybe a handful of
important guests. A surprise wedding follows in love’s
passionate and spontaneous footsteps by making the wedding
solely about the love you and your partner share.
Related Link: Blake Lively & Ryan Reynolds Reveal Sex of Third
Baby
2. It’s a money saver: A surprise wedding can save a lot of
money since you won’t have to pay for many of the expensive
aspects of a wedding such as catering for the reception or
booking a large venue to fit a bunch of guests. Surprise
weddings allow couples to have a romantic ceremony without
spending a lot of money.
Related Link: Celebrity News: JWoww Is ‘Hurt’ After Boyfriend
Makes a Move on Angelina Pavarnick
3. It’s less stressful: A surprise wedding is just that, a
surprise! That means no planning, no shopping, and a lot less
stress. You can enjoy your day and focus completely on your
love without the distractions of something possibly going
wrong.
Would you consider a surprise wedding? Let us know in the
comments below!

Celebrity News: Jenna Dewan
Opens Up About Love, Divorce
and Healing in New Book

By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Jenna Dewan opens up about her life and
journey in her new book titled Gracefully You. The actress
released her a joint statement with her ex-husband, Channing
Tatum in April 2018 in which they announced their celebrity
divorce. According to UsMagazine.com, the celebrity couple
ended their nearly ten-year relationship on positive terms and
work together to raise their six-year-old daughter, Everly.
Since then, Tatum has been in a relationship with singer
Jessie J, and Dewan is expecting a child with new boyfriend,
Steve Kazee. In her book, Dewan shared what got her through
her divorce with Tatum, stating “acknowledge your emotions and
do the work. Meet with a therapist, look into breathwork,
meditate, take walks in nature, and have wine with your
friends.”

In celebrity news, Jenna Dewan
turned to writing to help heal her
broken heart. What are some other
healthy avenues for coping with
lost love?
Cupid’s Advice:
Jenna Dewan shared her relationship advice on how to deal with
and heal from a devasting break-up. She was able to move on
and find peace and love again. Cupid has some advice to help
you find yourself again after a difficult break-up:
1. Therapy: If you’re feeling an overwhelming amount of
emotion, a therapist can help you cope with them in a healthy
way. Speaking to a therapist will allow you to discover how to
handle intense emotions while also guiding you through this

rough time so you don’t have to go through it alone.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Blake Lively & Ryan
Reynolds Reveal Sex of Third Baby
2. Dive into a new hobby: After a break-up, you’re going to
have more free time. Avoid spending that time reminiscing of
your past love and use it to foster a new hobby. Choose a fun
activity that you’ve always wanted to try and before you know
it you’ll forget about your ex and have a new talent.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Jenni ‘JWoww’ Farley &
Zack Carpinello Are Back Together After Split
3. Spend time with your friends: Spending time with your
friends is probably the best way to get over a lost love.
Surround yourself with people who will support you when you’re
crying and help you find yourself again after a break-up.
How do you get over a lost love? Let us know in the comments
below!

Celebrity Couple News: Jenni
‘JWoww’
Farley
&
Zack
Carpinello Are Back Together
After Split
By Hope Ankney
In our latest celebrity news, Jenni ‘JWoww’ Farley and Zack

Carpinello are back together! After the celebrity couple split
only two weeks ago, it seems like the two have mended their
relationship. According to UsMagazine.com, the reality star
and wrestler were seen together twice after they announced
their break-up. This is when they spent time at Universal
Studios in Florida on October 18th, and when Carpinello hung
out with Farley’s children on October 12th.

In celebrity couple news, this
split didn’t last! What are some
ways to decide whether to get back
together with an ex?
Cupid’s Advice:
Getting back together with an ex can be a difficult decision.
Let’s be honest, it’s much easier to patch things up with an
ex instead of finding someone new because it means we must get
to know someone new which, usually, isn’t something we want to
do.
As you’ve probably broken up for legit reasons, it
usually doesn’t stop lingering feelings from keeping the flame
alive. But, it’s important to know when these feelings aren’t
just the normal process of missing a past relationship. If
you’re unsure of whether to give your ex another chance, don’t
worry. Cupid has some relationship advice that can help you
decide:
1. Listen to your gut: The first thing you must do when
reconsidering an old flame is to listen to what your gut is
telling you. A past relationship could’ve ended because you
chose to ignore major red flags or never followed what your
gut felt. If you’re choosing to give this person a second
chance, make sure you’re willing and able to trust your
instincts if things start to slide back into the same
territory.

Related Link: Celebrity News: JWoww Is ‘Hurt’ After Boyfriend
Makes a Move on Angelina Pivarnick
2. Address what ended the relationship: Sometimes, partners
like to jump back together without discussing what made them
split in the first place. But, those issues seem to always
creep back into a relationship if they’re not dealt with
properly. It’s important for a couple to build on their new
relationship by learning from the problems that occurred in
the past that led to their break-up. It’ll help you both to
understand each other’s perspective on the situation, and it
will stop similar issues from arising in the future.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Source Says Kylie Jenner Left
Travis Scott Over Lifestyle Differences
3. Time has passed: Time heals all wounds, right? Or, so they
say. It’s possible that your relationship ended because both
of you just needed some time apart from one another.
Sometimes, one needs to go soul-searching. Sometimes, both of
you just need to learn to live life without one another to see
if the relationship is right. It’s often that when time
passes, you have matured and grown as people. So, when you do
find your way back together, it’s like your relationship has
recharged, and you’ve realized that you’d rather be with no
one else.
How have you decided when to get back together with an ex? Let
us know down below!

Celebrity Baby News: Blake
Lively & Ryan Reynolds Reveal
Sex of Third Baby
By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Blake Lively and Ryan Reynolds reveal the
sex of their third baby. According to UsMagazine.com, the
famous couple took to Twitter to share the first picture of
their newborn girl. The Deadpool star posted a photo of
himself and Lively with their baby in between them. This
celebrity relationship has been going strong since they wed in
2012. The couple also share two other children, a boy and a
girl. Along with sharing the first photo of the celebrity
baby, the Gossip Girl star also shared her Amazon registry to
help new parents.

In celebrity baby news, Blake and
Ryan will be welcoming a baby girl!
How do you prepare for a third
child differently than the first
and second?
Cupid’s Advice:
Blake Lively and Ryan Reynolds welcomed their new baby girl
earlier this month. The couple has two other children
together, making this baby number three. Cupid has some advice
to help you prepare for a third child:
1. Involve your other children: Your younger children may be

curious as to what is happening during your pregnancy. If your
kids are a bit older, you can involve them by asking for help
with choosing a name or decorating the nursery.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Prince Harry & Duchess Meghan
Are Considering Moving to Canada
2. Try new methods: By your third pregnancy, you’ve definitely
read a lot of different methods on how to handle a pregnancy
and a newborn. If there is a certain idea you are curious
about then you should try it out! You can also ask other
mothers for any pregnancy lifehacks they have learned over the
years.
Related Link: Celebrity News: JWoww Is ‘Hurt’ After Boyfriend
Makes a Move on Angelina Pavarnick
3. Use your past experience: You know a lot about pregnancy
and how your body reacts to being pregnant. Take that
information and use it to make your third pregnancy easier
than the first two.
What are some pregnancy tips? Let us know in the comments
below!

Celebrity Break-Up: Christina
Hendricks & Geoffrey Arend
Split After 10 Years of
Marriage

By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Christina Hendricks and Geoffrey Arend
split after ten years of marriage. According to
UsMagazine.com, the pair revealed the end of their celebrity
relationship in an exclusive joint statement to Us, “We will
always be grateful for the love we’ve shared and will always
work together to raise our two beautiful dogs.” This celebrity
break-up comes after a puzzling Instagram post from Arend
captioned, “Anytime you’re feeling low, bookend yourself in
dogs.” The post was made on the former famous couple‘s 10th
wedding anniversary. The pair plan on taking some time to
rediscover themselves post-split.

This celebrity break-up comes after
a ten-year marriage. What are some
ways to cope with a break-up after
a long-term relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Christina Hendricks and Geoffrey Arend have called it quits on
their 10-year marriage. Though the couple is taking time for
themselves after the split, there seems to be no bad blood
between the pair. Cupid has some relationship advice to help
you navigate your life after the end of a long-term
relationship:
1. Take time for yourself: Just like Hendricks and Arend, the
best thing to do after a break-up is to take a moment for
yourself. Take this time to understand how you are feeling and
what you want and deserve. The end of a long-term relationship
can be devastating, so allow yourself to feel all of the
emotions that come with a break-up. Manage those emotions in a
healthy way as the first step to getting over a break-up.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Prince Harry & Duchess Meghan
Are Considering Moving to Canada
2. Surround yourself with positive energy: Once you’ve taken
the time to understand how you’re feeling, you should surround
yourself with people and places that make you happy. Spend
time with your close friends, watch movies or listen to music
you like, and focus on your well-being.
Related Link: Celebrity News: JWoww Is ‘Hurt’ After Boyfriend
Makes a Move on Angelina Pavarnick
3. Discover a passion: The worst part of a break-up is the
heavy period of loneliness that comes along with it. Instead
of spending that time reminiscing about the time you spent
together or the way he held your hand, use this free time to
discover a passion or hobby that is truly yours. It can be
anything from exercising to painting, as long as you enjoy
what you’re doing!
What are your go-to ways to deal with a break-up? Let us know
in the comments below!

Celebrity
Break-Up:
‘Bachelor’ Alum Tia Booth and
Boyfriend Cory Cooper Split
After 1 Year Together
By Ahjané Forbes

Tia Booth is singing “Single Ladies” in celebrity news after
ending her relationship with her celebrity ex, Cory Cooper.
The two had dated for a year before their split. According to
UsMagazine.com, Chad Johnson, a Bachelor Nation alum, publicly
accused Booth of cheating on Cooper. The reality TV star
responded to Johnson’s acquisitions, asking if his Instagram
had been hacked. Booth released a statement on Instagram,
saying, “I am fine. He is fine. At this stage of life, we are
better as friends. He is a very private person and will freak
when he reads this, but I wanted to address it myself.”

In celebrity break-up news, Tia
Booth hesitantly confirmed her
split on social media. What are
some factors to consider before
sharing relationship details on
social media?
Cupid’s Advice:
Making a break-up known can be hard. Whether it not to rip off
the band aid and share it on social media is a tough decision.
Cupid has some advice on how to post the ending of your
relationship online:
1. Are you ready to admit that it is over?: Your feelings
matter. How you move forward with the way you tell people
about your ex is your decision. You don’t owe anyone any
explanations. Also, if it wasn’t clear to you if you can
rekindle this relationship, talk to your ex about it. Don’t
say anything until you’re positive that it is truly over.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: How to Approach Social
Media Post-Breakup

2. If your ex is ready to share: Believe it or not some people
would rather keep every detail of their life private. A
breakup is no different. You both should agree on the way that
you want to tell others that you are no longer together.
Related Link: Why Fans Think Lady Gaga Is Defending Bradley
Cooper After Celebrity Break-Up
3. How will you tell the whole world?: You don’t want to air
your dirty laundry on social media. Try to do this from a
professional standpoint. This is easier said than done, but
using words like “we have come to a mutual agreement” or “we
value each other and always will, but…” This shows maturity
and will not make either party a target for trolls.
How would you post your breakup on social media? Join the
conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Miley Cyrus
Reacts to Comparisons of Her
Recent Romances
By Ahjané Forbes
In celebrity news, Miley Cyrus is definitely throwing that
wrecking ball all over the place after changing her celebrity
relationship status for the third time. The former Hannah
Montana star confirmed that she and her former girlfriend,
Kaitlynn Carter, split in late September. Shortly after, Cyrus
announced that she and Cody Simpson are now a celebrity
couple. On October 3rd, the singer tweeted to her fans, “Get

used to me dating- this is where I am at! #HotGirlFall.” The
new duo are very comfortable with each other each other,
displaying PDA and sharing a history. According to
UsMagazine.com, Simpson says that the two met at the wrong
time originally. “We had a lot of fun then … but now we’ve
found each other in a space where we’re not partying, working
real hard and just like [to] keep things healthy,” she said.

In celebrity news, Miley Cyrus is
seemingly
not
amused
with
comparisons being done on her
relationships. What are some ways
to keep your past relationship from
affecting
your
current
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Even though it is not traditional to jump from relationship to
relationship, Miley is showing us that there is nothing wrong
with doing so. Being a #HotGirl is a trending hashtag that is
boosting everyone’s confidence. This was made in the hopes
that women would feel more comfortable in themselves and
moving on from broken relationships. Cupid has some advice on
how to use that hot girl energy when dating someone new:
1. Don’t compare: Ladies, we all do this! However, if you are
trying to move on with your new boo, don’t compare the two!
Try to look for similar qualities like chivalry and taste in
music. Don’t make your new bae your ex bae 2.0.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: Working Through Your
Heartbreak

2. Do new things: Try not to relive the past through this
person. Take them to new places, so you can make new memories.
Show them your playful side! Jump out of a plane together, or
get tickets for a concert of a band you’ve never seen live.
Keep things new and fresh.
Related Link: Dating Advice: 7 Effective Ways Out of a Breakup
3. Be open to change: While you look for similarities between
you and your new partner, also look for differences. They
might not be your “usual” type of partner, but don’t give up
on them too easily. Try to compromise. If they are more
introverted, plan your dates at a more personal level. Taking
a walk while holding hands or baking a cake together are two
low-key ideas. If they are more extroverted, then you won’t
have any problems finding out what they want to do. If they
tell you what they want to do that’s outside of your comfort
zone, consider doing it anyway!
What are some tips you used to stop comparing your current
relationship to your last? Share your advice in the comments
below!

New Celebrity Couple: Miley
Cyrus & Cody Simpson Are All
Smiles on Coffee Date
By Hope Ankney
New celebrity couple alert! In the latest celebrity news,
Miley Cyrus and Cody Simpson seemed to be all smiles on their

coffee date on Sunday afternoon in Los Angeles. According to
UsMagazine.com, the two singers kept the date very casual.
This comes after Simpson shared his romance with the news
outlet saying, “We just have a ball and that’s the most
important part of a relationship. It hasn’t been a really
crazy sudden thing. We’ve been friends for so long that when
we sort of found each other again in a space where we’re not
partying and working really hard, [we] just like [to] keep
things healthy.”

This new celebrity couple seems to
be hitting it off. What are some
ways to know your new relationship
is strong?
Cupid’s Advice:
When you get into a new relationship, it can sometimes seem
like everything is going so fast. There’s the whirlwind
romance, the attraction of everything that is fresh and new,
and learning everything there is to know about this person. It
can be fun and exciting, but it can also be difficult to know
when a new relationship is becoming more than just a casual
date. Fortunately, Cupid has some love advice on a few ways to
know when your new relationship is going strong:
1. You’re happy: This might seem obvious, but you’d be
surprised how many people aren’t genuinely happy with the one
they’re dating. Strong and healthy relationships should be
full of as much fun and laughter as possible. We’re not saying
that every single moment of each other’s relationship should
be nothing but joy, but it should outweigh a lot of other
emotions that make you both well… not happy.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Miley Cyrus Appears to Shade

Exes Kaitlynn Carter & Liam Hemsworth in Post About Love
2. There’s trust: Strong relationships cannot be built unless
they have a sturdy foundation of trust. You must be able to
have a very healthy level of trust and commitment with each
other before you can label your relationship a strong one.
Communication and openness are a big key to having a
successful bond with your significant other.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Cassie Randolph & Colton
Underwood Are ‘On the Same Page’ About Marriage
3. The relationship makes you feel safe: This is probably the
most important aspect of a bond. Knowing that you have a sense
of comfort and safety within another person is one of the best
signs of knowing if your relationship is going strong. Your
significant other should be a safety net to you when you need
them. They should provide you with a stable home and a sense
of calm when you need it. If you don’t feel safe within your
relationship, maybe you shouldn’t still be with that person.
How do you know when your relationship is going strong? Sound
off in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Matthew Koma
Calls Hilary Duff ‘Wife’
Sparking Marriage Rumors
By Hope Ankney
In the latest celebrity news, Matthew Koma has, seemingly,

sparked rumors that he and Hilary Duff have secretly tied the
knot. According to UsMagazine.com, the musician referred to
Duff as his “wife” in an Instagram post shared on Saturday
night. In the photo, you can see the actress mid-laugh as
she’s dressed to the nines. Many fans began speculating about
a possible wedding ceremony, but neither party responded.
Instead, Duff posted a photo to her own Instagram the same
night of the two, detailing that they were attending the
AdoptTogether’s 2019 Baby Ball in Los Angeles.

In celebrity news, is it possible
that Hilary Duff and Matthew Koma
tied the knot in secret? What are
some benefits to keeping your
nuptials on the down-low?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s not uncommon for celebrity couples to secretly get
married. Their entire lives are handed to the public on a
silver platter. Privacy is something they don’t take for
granted, so it’s understandable that there are some aspects of
their world that they would like to keep separate. But, this
isn’t just helpful for celebrity relationships. It can be just
as beneficial for anyone to keep their private life… well,
private. Here are some of Cupid’s best relationship advice on
why getting married on the down-low can actually be a good
thing:
1. Filtered social media: The advancements in the visual
aspect of social media has changed how we get attention from
our peers. However, if you become obsessed with recognition
and likes, it can negatively affect your relationship. It
begins to blossom when a couple notices that they’re more in

love with the idea of their relationship being flaunted online
than they actually are being in the relationship. Keeping your
marriage private can help in keeping both of your motivations
pure as you step into the next part of your lives together.
It’s important to note when you’re in a partnership with
another because you have a genuine bond versus when you love
the views that social media gives you for that partnership.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Country Singers Carly Pearce
& Michael Ray Marry After 1 Year of Dating
2. Fewer riffs due to privacy: When you share almost every
waking moment of your marriage online or with others, it
hinders the relationship from having a bond that should be
shared only with each other. Most spouses aren’t exactly
excited to know that the majority of their relationship is
exposed to third parties. This can cause drama and unnecessary
issues in your marriage when others know about problems or
complications that are normally kept quiet.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Justin Bieber & Hailey
Baldwin Tie the Knot for the Second Time
3. Less opportunity for exes to meddle: No matter what, it
seems like some exes just don’t allow you to ever be happy.
The only thing worse than friends or family being in your
marriage’s business is if an ex is meddling in it as well.
This can damage your relationship if your marriage isn’t built
on the strongest of foundations. Disclosing information to
your ex or those who know your ex can be harmful, and it
should be something that isn’t taken lightly. Don’t allow
yourself to be vulnerable, and always be wise.
What are some ways that you’ve found being private with your
marriage has been beneficial? Let us know down below!

